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A guide for business owners and IT managers
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Response and recovery
It’s natural for all organisations to experience bumps in the road. When
something unexpected happens, such as a cyber incident, it can be
difficult to know how to react. Naturally, you will want to resolve the
problem as quickly as possible so you can resume business as normal.
For these reasons, the NCSC has created the Small Business Guide to
Response and Recovery. It provides small to medium sized organisations
with guidance about how to prepare their response, and plan their recovery to a cyber incident. It’s a companion piece to our guidance on how to
protect yourself from cyber attacks.
If you’re a larger business, or face a greater impact from a cyber incident,
then the Incident Management section in 10 Steps to Cyber Security can
further help your cyber response. Board members should refer to our
guidance on planning your response to cyber incidents.

What is an incident?
The NCSC define a cyber incident as unauthorised
access (or attempted access) to a organisation’s IT
systems. These may be malicious attacks (such as
denial of service attacks, malware infection, ransomware or phishing attacks), or could be accidental
incidents (such as damage from fire/flood/theft).

Reporting incidents
If you are experiencing a live incident, call Action
Fraud immediately on 0300 123 2040 and press
9 on your keypad. This will allow your call to be
dealt with as a priority and your live incident will be
triaged over the phone. Next your incident will be
passed to the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau
(NFIB) who will review your report and conduct a
range of enquiries, it may then get passed to the
relevant police agency. You will be kept informed
of the status of your report.
If your organisation has been the victim of a
significant cyber attack, the NCSC recommends that
you start by reporting the incident to us.
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STEP 1

Prepare for incidents
How to prepare for the most common threats to your business.
Unforeseen events, both malicious and accidental, can occur in many ways. So it is impractical to develop
detailed step-by-step instructions to manage every type of incident, as the list could be endless. Instead
you should prepare your business for the most common threats you face by developing plans to handle
those incidents most likely to occur.
Identify critical systems and assets
Identify what electronic information is essential to keep your organisation running, such as contact details,
emails, calendars, and essential documents. Find out where this information is stored. Is it on single machine in your office? Is it on a remote server? Is it stored in the cloud, by a third party?
Action point: Make a regular daily/weekly back up copy of essential information. Regularly test that the
backup is working to ensure you can restore information from it.
Next, identify what business processes and systems are critical to keep your organisation running. For
example, the website where your customers place orders, or the computer-controlled manufacturing equipment you use. If you’ve not already done so, identify these key systems and processes as soon as possible,
and record where they are stored (or how they are accessed).

Action point

Assign joint (or shared) responsibility with another person to ensure there’s cover when you aren’t available
(for instance when on holiday, or away with business). Ensure key documents are made available and are
up to date so that in the event of your absence they can be shared/learnt by other relevant people.
Finally, think in advance about how you could minimise reputational damage in an event of an incident.
Which key partners do you need to talk to? Building a good relationship with your partners, where you talk
regularly before an event has even occurred, will make things a lot smoother in the event of an incident.

Action point

Make a list of which key partners (customers, suppliers, third parties, etc) that you would need to contact as
a result of different types of incident.
Prioritise the risk, and manage it
Consider what would happen if you no longer had access to the critical systems or assets you’ve identified
above. By understanding:
• what’s important to your business
• why it’s important, and
• what you are doing to protect them
You can prioritise where you need the most protection. If you need more help with identifying your ‘crown
jewels’ (i.e. the things most valuable to your organisation), please refer to our guidance on Establishing your
baseline and identifying what you care about most.
Put risk on the agenda
Discussions about organisational risk (what you value, and what you’re doing to protect it) should be part
of normal business. Make time to discuss these at your management meetings or weekly catch-ups. Find
out where cyber security threats sit in the priority list when compared to physical threats (like burglary and
stock theft), flood, legal action, and health and safety. The steps you choose to take to reduce the risk to
your business have got to be proportionate to the risks you take, and of course affordable.
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Organisations that are considering cyber insurance should understand that it will not protect you from an
attack, but it may provide you with additional resources during and after an incident. So cyber insurance
can be considered as an additional risk management tool, but do take time to:
• understand the scope and scale of the cover provided
• ensure that you are able to meet any operational requirements placed on you by the insurer
Make an incident plan
Make sure you keep the important information you identified above in a safe place so that you can use it if
your equipment is stolen or damaged by a cyber attack. Ensure you know how to restore a backup in the
event of any type of data loss, such as a ransomware attack, and train the relevant people in your organisation so they can do the same. Assign roles to members of staff, and document who owns each responsibility in the event of an incident, and how can they be contacted.
Action point

The best way to test your staff’s understanding of what’s required during an incident is through exercising.
Consider using the NCSC’s new Exercise in a Box product to test your organisations resilience and
preparedness.
Understand and document possible incident ‘trigger points’ such as when ownership of an action or decision transfers between people. For example, an employee may own the action to identify when there’s
an issue with the website, but once that has been done, who decides if the website should be shut down?
Your plan should identify at what point senior management needs to be involved.
Create a list of external people you need to contact who can help you identify an incident. For example,
your web hosting provider, IT support services or cloud service provider. Document the details of the
contract, including what is covered, how they can help you, and at what point do you need to engage with
them. Being prepared and having relevant documents accessible and up to date could save you time post
incident.

Action point

Have you got the most up to date contact information for those you need to contact? Is it stored in the right
place and easy to access, keeping in mind that your normal means of communication may be disrupted
during an incident? Schedule in time to check these details every couple of months or
as necessary.
If you have Cyber Insurance, have your insurer’s details documented including policy number and any
specific information your provider asks for. Understand any legal or regulatory compliance you must adhere
to and implement any guidelines/policies/rules they set out for you. You should check if your trade
association has any help or advice lines that you can contact to help you in this situation.
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STEP 2

Identify what’s happening
How organisations can detect if they’re being attacked.
The first step in dealing effectively with an incident involves identifying it. That is, how can you detect that
an incident has occurred (or is still happening)?
Find out if you are being (or have been) attacked
Things that might indicate a cyber incident include:
• computers running slowly
• users being locked out of their accounts
• users being unable to access documents
• messages demanding a ransom for the release of your files
• people informing you of strange emails coming out of your domain
• redirected internet searches
• equests for unauthorised payments
• unusual account activity

Find out what’s happened
The following 10 questions can help you identify what has occurred. It’s a starting point that you can use
to gather vital information as soon as you suspect something has gone wrong. The answers will:
• help you provide essential information to your internal or external IT team who will be resolving
the problem
• form part of your incident review/lessons learnt report
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Ten crucial questions
1

What problem has been reported, and by who?

2

What services, programs and/or hardware aren’t working?

3

Are there any signs that data has been lost? For example, have you
received ransom requests, or has your data been posted on the internet?

4

What information (if any) has been disclosed to unauthorised parties,
deleted or corrupted?

5

Have your customers noticed any problems? Can they use your services?

6

Who designed the affected system, and who maintains it?

7

When did the problem occur or first come to your attention?

8

What is the scope of the problem, what areas of the organisation
are affected?

9

Have there been any signs as to whether the problem has occurred
internally within your organisation or externally through your supply chain?

10

What is the potential business impact of the incident?

Stop the incident getting any worse
Take a look at your security software (such as antivirus alerts and server/audit logs) to see if you are able to
identify the specifics of the attack, and subsequently the cause of the incident. If you are unable to do this
(but you know which device has been affected) run your antivirus programme to complete a full scan, and
take notes of the results it gives you. If nothing is found, consider using an alternative antivirus programme.
Use the information you have gathered to look for advice online from trusted sources such as police or
securitywebsites. You may be able to find instructions there on how to fix the problem.
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STEP 3

Resolve the incident
Steps to get your organisation back on its feet, whether your
IT is managed internally or externally.
The actions in this step will help your organisation get back up-and-running as soon as possible.
You’ll also need to confirm that everything is functioning normally, and fix any problems.
If your IT is managed externally: contact the right people to help
Contact your external IT providers (that you’ve identified in Step 1) to help you fix the problem.
These contacts are there to fix the problem and establish the impact to your organisation.
If you manage your own IT: put your plan into action
It’s time to activate the incident plan you made in Step 1. Depending on the type of incident you
are responding to, this may involve:
• replacing infected hardware
• restoring services through backups
• patching software
• cleaning infected machines
• changing passwords
Action point: If you’re considering using services from a cyber security consultant, take appropriate steps
to make sure you use reputable organisations, understand their experience, and know how that their offer
meets your requirements and your business type. Relevant technology qualifications are a plus. This will
help you to choose a provider that suits your organisation.
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STEP 4

Report the incident to
wider stakeholders
A brief guide to your legal and practical obligations following
a cyber incident.
Once a cyber security incident has been resolved, formal reporting will often be required to both internal
and external stakeholders. There are certain incidents that you’re legally obliged to report to the
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), regardless of whether your IT is outsourced. Check the ICO
website to find out which incidents require this. Other regulatory bodies which you belong to may also
require you to report a breach.
Report to law enforcement
Always remember that a cyber attack is a crime. Report to law enforcement via Action Fraud or through
Police Scotland’s 101 call centre. The NCSC strongly encourage the reporting of a cyber incident; many go
unreported because of personal embarrassment. However, if a cyber incident has been committed against
you, someone else may have suffered a similar crime. The more individuals report, the more likely it is that
perpetrators will be arrested, charged and convicted.
Keep everyone informed
It’s important to keep your staff and customers informed of anything that might affect them (for example,
if their personal data has been compromised by a breach). Make staff aware of any incidents at a time
that is proportionate to the effect of the incident. So, if you have experience a minor incident out of hours,
is it proportionate to contact staff in the middle of the night? If relevant, contact your customers as soon
as possible through the most appropriate channels.
Consider legal advice
You might want to consider seeking legal advice if the incident has had a significant impact on your
business and/or customers. If you have a cyber insurance policy, they will be able to provide you with
more advice.
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STEP 5

Learn from the incident
Learning lessons from an cyber incident can reduce the likelihood
of it happening again.
After the incident, it’s important to:
• review what has happened
• learn from any mistakes
• take action to try and reduce the likelihood of it happening again.
Not only is it important to review your technical controls after the incident, it is also a great opportunity to
review and implement staff awareness or training measures to help develop your staff’s security culture.
Review actions taken during response
Collate and review the actions you documented throughout the response to the incident. Make a list
of things that went well and things that could be improved from the response stage.
Review and update your incident plan
Where necessary, make changes to the incident plan you created in Step 1, to reflect the lessons learnt.
Strengthen your defences
Reassess your risk and make any necessary changes. For example, if you were a victim of a password attack you may need to create a new password policy, provide new training, provide physical secure storage
for passwords (or password manager apps) for your staff.
Consider the terms of your contracts
Depending on how successful the incident response was, you may need to make a strategic decision on
your third party contracts. You might want to consider the following:
• Does this incident mean the way that you do business has to change?
• If you currently outsource, did their response meet your needs?
• If they didn’t meet your needs consider renegotiating the terms of the contract or cancel, changing
to a new company.
• Did you have the skills in-house to do it yourself, negating the need to outsource in the future?
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